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A person’s reputation is partly based on their actions towards others. We examine how varying degrees of prosociality affect

reputations. Five experiments find consistent nonlinear evaluations of prosociality, whereby participants evaluate fair actions more

positively than selfish actions, but do not evaluate generous actions more positively than fair actions.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
It is difficult to think of generosity and selfishness without also 

thinking about praise and scorn, respectively. There is a widespread 
tendency to admire prosociality and disdain selfishness.  A child who 
shares a bite of his cookie will be liked more than one who shares 
none of it.  A wealthy person who gives 10% of her income to charity 
will appear more caring than one who gives none of his income. In 
terms of one’s reputation, it pays to be nice. 

Does it pay to be even nicer? That is, does behaving even more 
prosocially lead to an even more positive reputation?  Is a child who 
gives away an entire cookie liked more than one who shares only a 
bite?  Is the wealthy person who gives 50% of her income seen as 
more caring than one who gives away only 10%?  

Researchers studying the reputational consequences of proso-
ciality typically compare only a pair of discrete points along a con-
tinuum, such as a selfish versus a generous action (Berman & Small, 
2012; Gray, Ward, & Norton, 2014), or fair versus unfair actions 
(Adams, 1965). In contrast, we study evaluations of the entire contin-
uum of actions ranging from extremely selfish to extremely selfless. 

The research reported here is important for at least two fun-
damental issues in consumer research. First, earning a positive 
reputation through prosocial actions represents an investment in the 
goodwill of others at a cost to oneself. Companies and consumers 
who benefit other consumers should understand how their actions 
are perceived by others. If evaluations of prosocial actions are linear, 
then reputational benefits are commensurate with the personal costs 
incurred.  If, however, evaluations of prosocial actions are nonlin-
ear, then discrepancies may emerge between the costs and benefits 
of prosocial actions. 

Second, the reputational value of prosocial actions creates in-
centives to repeat those actions. This in turn shapes social norms, 
which are partially created through evaluations of appropriate and 
inappropriate actions (Fehr & Schmidt, 1999).  If selfless behavior 
is evaluated more favorably than merely equitable behavior, then 
selflessness would be encouraged and selfish behavior discouraged.  
If, however, selfless behavior is evaluated no more favorably than 
merely equitable behavior, then fairness would evolve as the com-
mon social norm. 

In Experiment 1, we visited our university orchestra. Our or-
chestra concerts are free, but include a suggested donation of $10. 
We asked actual concertgoers (N=103) to evaluate the character of 
a person (“Tom”) who behaved relatively selfishly (donating $0), 
fairly (donating $10), or generously (donating $20, twice the sug-
gested amount).

Participants rated Tom’s character on 5 traits related to warmth 
(tolerant, warm, good-natured, sincere, and caring), and 5 traits relat-
ed to competence (competent, confident, independent, competitive, 
and intelligent), in counterbalanced order. 

Results showed that Tom was judged more negatively when he 
behaved selfishly (donating $0) than when he behaved fairly (do-
nating $10), t(48)=5.24, p<.001, but was not judged more favorably 
when he behaved generously (donating $20) than when he behaved 
merely fairly, t(40)=.40, p=.69. No relationship between Tom’s dona-
tion and evaluations of his competence was found. 

These results suggest an asymptotic pattern in evaluations of 
prosociality. Giving the suggested donation led to positive impres-

sions, but giving twice as much led to no more positive impressions. 
It paid to be nice, but it paid no more to be nicer.

Experiment 2 (N=195) used sharing candy as the prosocial ac-
tion of interest.  We gave one participant (the Actor) the opportu-
nity to give candy to another participant (the Target) while a third 
watched (the Observer).  By subtle inducement, Actors behaved ei-
ther selfishly (gave away only 1 of 10 jellybeans), fairly (gave 5 of 
10), or generously (gave 9 of 10).  Both Observers and Targets then 
reported their impression of the Actors’ warmth and competence. 

The results showed that both Observers and Targets evaluated 
Actors more negatively when Actors gave only 1 out of their 10 jel-
lybeans. However, neither Observers nor Targets evaluated Actors 
more positively when they gave 9 out of 10 jellybeans than when 
Actors gave merely 5 out of 10 jellybeans. These results again dem-
onstrate asymptotic evaluations of prosociality.

Actors, however, predicted that they would receive credit for 
their generosity. This result tentatively suggests that people may not 
have a full understanding of how their generous actions are evaluated 
by others.

In Experiment 3, participants (N=182) evaluated Bob D., a per-
son we said came to our laboratory and received $6 to divide be-
tween himself and another person (the “dictator game”).  Participants 
learned that Bob gave away either $0, $1, $2, $3, $4, $5, or $6 (ma-
nipulated fully between-subjects).  

The results again revealed asymptotic evaluations. Bob earned 
an increasingly more negative reputation as he behaved more selfish-
ly (giving $0, $1, or $2), but did not earn an increasingly more posi-
tive impression as he behaved more selflessly (giving $4, $5, or $6).

In Experiments 4a and 4b, we tested a mechanism responsible 
for these effects. In particular, we suggest that asymptotic pattern—
sensitivity to selfishness but not selflessness—comes because people 
are less likely to evaluate acts of selflessness in context (by spontane-
ously comparing them against other selfless outcomes) than acts of 
selfishness.  Participants in Experiment 4a evaluated a person who 
gave away some amount of a large financial windfall, or took some 
amount from a bag of money found on the street before returning 
it to police.  Consistent with previous experiments, we found that 
a person who gave away 10% of the windfall was judged as favor-
ably as someone who gave away all of it (or any 10% increment in 
between), but that someone who took money was judged negatively 
commensurate with the amount taken.

We tested our comparison mechanism by presenting partici-
pants with all possible outcomes in a within-participants design that 
makes such relative comparisons explicit.  Participants in Experi-
ment 4b therefore evaluated all outcomes from Experiment 4a. The 
within-subjects results revealed that evaluations of donations were 
now linear rather than asymptotic, suggesting that when participants 
can easily compare between generous actions of varying magnitudes, 
they evaluate those actions in a monotonic fashion.
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